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'SPNUIFJOEJWJEVBMTFDUJPOTJOUIJTWFSTJPO
UIFSFBSFSFGFSFODFTUPUIFNPSFEFUBJMFE
JOGPSNBUJPOJO0VUMJOF
0VUMJOFJTNPSFEFUBJMFEBOEJTJMMVTUSBUFE
XJUIDBTFTUVEJFTGSPNTDIPPMT5IJTTFDUJPO
JTMJLFMZUPCFPGVTFUPTFOJPSNBOBHFST
BOEUPBOZXPSLJOHQBSUZUIBUUIFTDIPPM
NBZBQQPJOUUPMFBEUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPG
JUTTDIFNF
%FWFMPQJOHBTDIFNF
5IFBQQSPBDITVHHFTUFEIFSFGPSUIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGBEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZ
TDIFNFJTTJNJMBSUPUIBUTVHHFTUFEGPSUIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGBOBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOXJUI
 4UBSUJOHQPJOUTXIJDIFOBCMFUIFTDIPPM
UPJEFOUJGZQSJPSJUJFT
 1SJPSJUJFTXIJDISFRVJSFBTVQQPSUJOH
BDUJPOQMBOBOE
 .BLJOHJUIBQQFONPOJUPSJOHBOE
GPMMPXVQUPFOTVSFJUJTBMMIBQQFOJOH
*OFBDITFDUJPOPGUIFTDIFNFTUBUVUPSZ
SFRVJSFNFOUTBSFJOJUBMJDTJOBCPYBUUIF
UPQPGUIBUTFDUJPO
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT
0VUMJOFUIFPVUMJOFXJUIOPUFT

5IJTPVUMJOFTIPXTIPX
BTDIPPMNJHIUNFFUUIF
SFRVJSFNFOUTPGBEJTBCJMJUZ
FRVBMJUZTDIFNF
4DIPPMOBNF
ZFBSQFSJPEDPWFSFECZUIFEJTBCJMJUZ
FRVBMJUZTDIFNF
*OUSPEVDUJPO
%VUJFTVOEFS1BSU"PGUIF%%"SFRVJSF
UIFHPWFSOJOHCPEZUP
t QSPNPUFFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZGPS
EJTBCMFEQFPQMFQVQJMTTUBGGQBSFOUT
DBSFSTBOEPUIFSQFPQMFXIPVTFUIF
TDIPPMPSNBZXJTIUPBOE
t QSFQBSFBOEQVCMJTIBEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZ
TDIFNFUPTIPXIPXUIFZXJMMNFFU
UIFTFEVUJFT
5IJTTDIFNFBOEUIFBDDPNQBOZJOHBDUJPO
QMBOTTFUPVUIPXUIFHPWFSOJOHCPEZ
XJMMQSPNPUFFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZGPS
EJTBCMFEQFPQMF
%VUJFTJO1BSUPGUIF%%"SFRVJSFUIF
HPWFSOJOHCPEZUPQMBOUPJODSFBTFBDDFTT
UPFEVDBUJPOGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTJOXBZT
t JODSFBTJOHUIFFYUFOUUPXIJDIEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTDBOQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFTDIPPM
DVSSJDVMVN
t JNQSPWJOHUIFFOWJSPONFOUPGUIFTDIPPM
UPJODSFBTFUIFFYUFOUUPXIJDIEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTDBOUBLFBEWBOUBHFPGFEVDBUJPO
BOEBTTPDJBUFETFSWJDFT
t JNQSPWJOHUIFEFMJWFSZUPEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
PGJOGPSNBUJPOXIJDIJTQSPWJEFEJO
XSJUJOHGPSQVQJMTXIPBSFOPUEJTBCMFE
5IJTTDIFNFJODPSQPSBUFTUIFTDIPPMT
QMBOTUPJODSFBTFBDDFTTUPFEVDBUJPO
GPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

4UBSUJOHQPJOUT
5IFQVSQPTFBOEEJSFDUJPOPGUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNF
5IFQVSQPTFPGUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNFJTUP
TIPXIPXUIFTDIPPMJTHPJOHUPNFFUUIF
%VUZUPQSPNPUFEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZGPS
EJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT"O
PWFSBMMWJTJPOTIPVMEUIFSFGPSFSFnFDUUIF
TJYFMFNFOUTJOUIFHFOFSBMEVUZ	TFFQBHF

3FDPHOJTJOHUIBUUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNFIBTUP
FYUFOEUPEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
UIFTDIPPMNBZXBOUUP
t JODPSQPSBUFJOUPJUTTDIFNFUIFWJTJPO
BOEWBMVFTJUIBTJEFOUJmFEJOJUT
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
t VTFUIFTFBTBTUBSUJOHQPJOUGPSUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNF
*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIFSFJTTPNFPXOFSTIJQ
PGUIFTDIFNFCZQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBTUBUFNFOUPGUIF
PWFSBMMQVSQPTFBOEEJSFDUJPOPGUIFTDIPPMT
TDIFNFJTBVTFGVMQPJOUBUXIJDIUPEFWFMPQ
UIJTPXOFSTIJQ
*OWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFTDIPPMNVTUJOWPMWFJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
PGJUTTDIFNFEJTBCMFEQFPQMFXIPBQQFBS
UPUIFTDIPPMUPIBWFBOJOUFSFTUJOUIFXBZ
JUDBSSJFTPVUJUTGVODUJPOT
5IFTDIPPMNVTUJODMVEFJOJUTTDIFNFB
TUBUFNFOUBCPVUIPXJUIBTJOWPMWFEEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGJUTTDIFNF
*OWPMWJOHEJTBCMFEQFPQMFJTBSFRVJSFNFOU
PGBTDIFNFBOECSJOHTSFBMCFOFmUT
8IFSFTDIPPMTBMSFBEZJOWPMWFEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTJOBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOOJOHUIFZXJMM
IBWFJEFOUJmFEWJFXTUIBUDBOCF
JODPSQPSBUFEJOUPBOEJOGPSNUIFJSTDIFNF
5IFTDIPPMXJMMOFFEUPDPOTJEFSIPX
JUJOWPMWFTEJTBCMFE
t QVQJMT
t TUBGGBOE
t QBSFOUTDBSFSTBOEPUIFS
VTFSTPGUIFTDIPPM
5IFTDIPPMOFFETUPUBLFBDDPVOUPGUIF
QSFGFSSFENFBOTPGDPNNVOJDBUJPOGPS
UIPTFXIPNUIFZBSFDPOTVMUJOH
5IFTDIPPMXJMMOFFEUPFOTVSFJUJOWPMWFT
BSBOHFPGEJTBCMFEQFPQMFBOEIFBSTB
SBOHFPGWJFXT
"UUIFTBNFUJNFBTTFUUJOHQSJPSJUJFT
JEFOUJmFECZEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOE
QBSFOUTUIFTDIPPMNBZOFFEUPTFU
QSJPSJUJFTUIBUXJMMIFMQUPJNQSPWFUIF
JOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOE
QBSFOUTUPCFUUFSJOGPSNUIFOFYUTDIFNF
'PSDBTFTUVEJFTBOEBNPSFEFUBJMFE
EJTDVTTJPOPGUIFJTTVFTTFFQBHF
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
*OGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOH
5IFTDIPPMTTDIFNFNVTUTFUPVU
t JUTBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSHBUIFSJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
POUIFFGGFDUPGUIFTDIPPMTQPMJDJFTPO
t UIFSFDSVJUNFOUEFWFMPQNFOUBOE
SFUFOUJPOPGEJTBCMFEFNQMPZFFT
t UIFFEVDBUJPOBMPQQPSUVOJUJFT
BWBJMBCMFUPBOEUIFBDIJFWFNFOUT
PGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
t UIFBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSVTJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
UPTVQQPSUUIFSFWJFXPGUIFBDUJPOQMBO
BOEUPJOGPSNTVCTFRVFOUTDIFNFT
5IFDPMMFDUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPO
t JTBSFRVJSFNFOU
t JTDSVDJBMUPTFUUJOHQSJPSJUJFTBOE
NPOJUPSJOHPVUDPNFT
t OFFETUPSFnFDUUIF%%"EFmOJUJPO
PGEJTBCJMJUZ
"OVNCFSPGDPOTJEFSBUJPOTNBZNFBOUIBU
UIFTDIPPMIBTEJGmDVMUZJOHBUIFSJOHGVMMBOE
BDDVSBUFJOGPSNBUJPO
t BMBDLPGVOEFSTUBOEJOHBCPVUUIFCSFBEUI
PGUIF%%"EFmOJUJPOPGEJTBCJMJUZ
t BSFMVDUBODFUPEJTDMPTFBOJNQBJSNFOU
t BDPODFSOBCPVUXIBUUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
XJMMCFVTFEGPS
4DIPPMTOFFEUPUBLFBDUJWFTUFQTUPDPVOUFS
UIFTFDPODFSOTCZGPSFYBNQMF
t QSPWJEJOHTJNQMFJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIF
EFmOJUJPOPGEJTBCJMJUZJOUIF%%"
t CFJOHQPTJUJWFBCPVUBEKVTUNFOUTUIBU
DBOCFNBEFBOEUIFCFOFmUTPGUIFTF
t FYQMBJOJOHXIZJOGPSNBUJPOJTOFFEFE
t SFBTTVSJOHQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTBCPVU
DPOmEFOUJBMJUZ
t FOTVSJOHUIBUUIFFUIPTPGUIFTDIPPMJT
DPOEVDJWFUPEJTDMPTVSF
5IFTDIFNFTIPVMEJEFOUJGZIPXJOGPSNBUJPO
IBTCFFOHBUIFSFEBOEIPXJUIBTJOGPSNFE
UIFTDIFNF
4PNFPGUIFQSJPSJUJFTGPSTDIPPMTmSTUTDIFNFT
XJMMSFnFDUUIFOFFEUPHBUIFSJNQSPWFE
JOGPSNBUJPOGPSUIFOFYUTDIFNF
3FDSVJUNFOUEFWFMPQNFOUBOESFUFOUJPO
PGEJTBCMFEFNQMPZFFT
5IFJOGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOHEVUZBQQMJFTUPBMM
KPCBQQMJDBOUTBOEUIPTFXPSLJOHBUUIFTDIPPM
5IFTDIPPMXJMMOFFEUPDPOTJEFS
t UIFSFTQFDUJWFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPGUIFTDIPPM
BOEUIFMPDBMBVUIPSJUZ
t DPMMFDUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOPOOFXTUBGGUISPVHI
UIFSFDSVJUNFOUQSPDFTT
t IPXUPDPMMFDUJOGPSNBUJPOPOFYJTUJOHTUBGG
t UIFBOBMZTJTPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUPTIPX
IPXEJTBCMFETUBGGBSFSFQSFTFOUFEBNPOHTU
EJGGFSFOUHSPVQTPGFNQMPZFFTBUEJGGFSFOU
MFWFMTPGUIFTDIPPMBOEBNPOHTUUIPTF
XIPMFBWFUIFTDIPPM
4DIFNFTXJMMOFFEUP
t ESBXPODVSSFOUJOGPSNBUJPO
t TIPXIPXJOGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOHJT
HPJOHUPCFJNQSPWFEJOUIFGVUVSF
t SFnFDUUIFCFOFmUTPGBEJWFSTFXPSLGPSDF
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

&EVDBUJPOBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTBWBJMBCMFUP
BOEUIFBDIJFWFNFOUTPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
5IJTNJHIUJOWPMWFBOBOBMZTJTPG
t UIFQSFTFODFPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTGPS
FYBNQMFIPXNBOZEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
UIFSFBSFJOUIFTDIPPMXIJDIJNQBJSNFOU
HSPVQTBSFSFQSFTFOUFEPSOPUSFQSFTFOUFE
JOUIFTDIPPM
t UIFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBDSPTT
UIFMJGFPGUIFTDIPPMGPSFYBNQMFJO
DVSSJDVMBSBOEFYUSBDVSSJDVMBSBDUJWJUJFT
JOQPTJUJPOTPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
t UIFGBDUPSTBGGFDUJOHQBSUJDJQBUJPO
GPSFYBNQMFQPMJDJFTPONFEJDBUJPO
CVMMZJOHBDDFTT
t BDIJFWFNFOUTPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBTSFnFDUFE
JOGPSFYBNQMFFYBNTBDDSFEJUFEMFBSOJOH
BDIJFWFNFOUTJOFYUSBDVSSJDVMBSBDUJWJUJFT
CSPBEFSPVUDPNFTTVDIBTUIPTFTFUPVUJO
$IJMESFOBOE:PVOH1FPQMF3JHIUTUP"DUJPO
8IFSFTDIPPMTIBWFBMSFBEZHBUIFSFEBOE
BOBMZTFEJOGPSNBUJPOPOEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBT
QBSUPGUIFJSBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOUIFZXJMMIBWF
JEFOUJmFEQSJPSJUJFTUIBUDBOCFJODPSQPSBUFE
JOUPUIFJSTDIFNF
%JTBCMFEQBSFOUTDBSFSTBOEPUIFSVTFST
PGUIFTDIPPM
4DIPPMTBSFOPUSFRVJSFEUPHBUIFSJOGPSNBUJPO
POPUIFSEJTBCMFEQFPQMFVTJOHUIFJSTFSWJDFT
CVUUIFHFOFSBMEVUZTUJMMBQQMJFTBOEJGTDIPPMT
BSFBCMFUPDPMMFDUTVDIJOGPSNBUJPOUIFZ
XJMMCFJOBCFUUFSQPTJUJPOUPTIPXIPXUIFZ
BSFQSPNPUJOHEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZGPSEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFVTJOHUIFTDIPPM
'PSDBTFTUVEJFTBOEBNPSFEFUBJMFE
EJTDVTTJPOPGUIFJTTVFTTFFQBHF
*NQBDUBTTFTTNFOU
5IFTDIPPMNVTUTFUPVUJOJUTTDIFNFJUT
NFUIPETGPSBTTFTTJOHUIFJNQBDUPGJUT
DVSSFOUBOEQSPQPTFEQPMJDJFTBOEQSBDUJDFT
POEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZ
*NQBDUBTTFTTNFOUJTBTZTUFNBUJDBQQSPBDIUP
UIFBOBMZTJTPGUIFFGGFDUTPGBQPMJDZQSBDUJDFPS
QSPDFEVSFGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFNBJONFDIBOJTNCZXIJDITDIPPMTXJMM
BTTFTTUIFJNQBDUPGUIFJSDVSSFOUQPMJDJFT
XJMMCFCZCSJOHJOHUPHFUIFS
t UIFJTTVFTJEFOUJmFEUISPVHIUIFJOWPMWFNFOU
PGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTBOE
t UIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUUIFTDIPPMIPMETPO
UIFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
4DIPPMTOFFEUPBTTFTTUIFJNQBDUPGUIFJS
DVSSFOUQPMJDJFT5IJTDBOCFDBSSJFEPVUPWFS
UIFMJGFUJNFPGUIFTDIFNF%JTBCMFEQFPQMF
TIPVMECFJOWPMWFEJOQSJPSJUJTJOHXIBUJTUP
CFMPPLFEBUmSTU*NQBDUBTTFTTNFOUDBOCF
JODPSQPSBUFEJOUPUIFTDIPPMTQMBOOFESFWJFX
BOESFWJTJPOPGFYJTUJOHQPMJDJFTBOETIPVME
BMTPCFJODPSQPSBUFEJOUPUIFQSPDFTTPG
EFWFMPQJOHOFXQPMJDJFT
'PSNPSFEFUBJMTFFQBHF
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL

*EFOUJGZJOHUIFNBJOQSJPSJUJFTGPSZPVSTDIPPMTTDIFNFBOEEFDJEJOHZPVSBDUJPOT

4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPTFUPVUJOUIFJS
TDIFNFUIFTUFQTUIFZBSFHPJOHUPUBLF
UPNFFUUIFHFOFSBMEVUZ
5IFQSJPSJUJFTGPSUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNF
OFFEUPCFTFUJOUIFMJHIUPG
t BOFYBNJOBUJPOPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
UIBUUIFTDIPPMIBTHBUIFSFEBOE
t UIFNFTTBHFTUIBUUIFTDIPPMIBT
IFBSEGSPNUIFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGG
BOEQBSFOUTXIPIBWFCFFOJOWPMWFE
JOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTDIFNF
4PNFPGUIFQSJPSJUJFTJEFOUJmFEXJMM
UIFNTFMWFTCFBCPVU
t JNQSPWJOHJOGPSNBUJPO
t JNQSPWJOHUIFJOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
"DUJPOUPQSPNPUFFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
OFFETUPBEESFTTUIFTJYFMFNFOUTPGUIF
HFOFSBMEVUZ
1SPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
8IFSFTDIPPMTBSFXPSLJOHQSPBDUJWFMZUP
NBLFSFBTPOBCMFBEKVTUNFOUTGPSEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTBUQPMJDZBOEXIPMFTDIPPMMFWFMBT
XFMMBTGPSJOEJWJEVBMQVQJMTUIFZXJMMBMSFBEZ
CFEPJOHNVDIUPQSPNPUFFRVBMJUZPG
PQQPSUVOJUZGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBOEUPTFDVSF
UIFJSQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOFWFSZBTQFDUPGTDIPPMMJGF
4DIPPMTDBOJODPSQPSBUFQSJPSJUJFTGSPNUIFJS
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOJOUPUIFJSTDIFNF5IFTF
QSJPSJUJFTNBZGPSNBTVCTUBOUJBMQBSUPGUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNF5IFSFXJMMCFGVSUIFSQSJPSJUJFT
UPBEEJOSFTQFDUPGQSPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZPG
PQQPSUVOJUZGPS
t EJTBCMFETUBGG
t EJTBCMFEQBSFOUTDBSFSTBOEPUIFST
XIPVTFUIFTDIPPM
&MJNJOBUJOHEJTDSJNJOBUJPOGPSFYBNQMF
t CZBXBSFOFTTSBJTJOHBOETUBGGUSBJOJOH
t CZLFFQJOHBXBUDIGVMFZFPOUIFJNQBDU
PGQPMJDJFT
t SFWJFXJOHBOEBEKVTUJOHQPMJDJFT
t SBJTJOHFYQFDUBUJPOT
t JNQSPWJOHDPNNVOJDBUJPO
&MJNJOBUJOHIBSBTTNFOU
#VMMZJOHJTNPSFQSFWBMFOUUIBOJTPGUFO
UIPVHIU4DIPPMTNBZOFFEUP
t SBJTFBXBSFOFTTBNPOHTUTUBGGBOEQVQJMT
PGEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFEIBSBTTNFOU
t VOEFSTUBOEUIFOBUVSFBOEQSFWBMFODF
PGCVMMZJOHBOEIBSBTTNFOU
t SFDPHOJTFBOEBEESFTTCVMMZJOHBOE
IBSBTTNFOU
t JOWPMWFQVQJMTUIFNTFMWFTJODPNCBUJOH
CVMMZJOH
t FOTVSFUIBUEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFEIBSBTTNFOU
PGEJTBCMFETUBGGQBSFOUTDBSFSTBOE
PUIFSVTFSTPGUIFTDIPPMJTJEFOUJmFE
BOEBEESFTTFE
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
1SPNPUJOHQPTJUJWFBUUJUVEFT
1PTJUJWFBUUJUVEFTUPEJTBCJMJUZDBOCF
QSPNPUFEJOBWBSJFUZPGXBZTGPSFYBNQMF
t CZTUBGGNPEFMMJOHSFTQFDUGVMBUUJUVEFT
UPEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
t CZFOTVSJOHSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFJOTFOJPSQPTJUJPOTJOUIFTDIPPM
t UISPVHIQPTJUJWFJNBHFTJOTDIPPMCPPLT
BOEPUIFSNBUFSJBMT
&ODPVSBHJOHQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOQVCMJDMJGF
%JTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTXJMMCF
FODPVSBHFEUPQBSUJDJQBUFXIFSF
t UIFZTFFUIFJSEJTBCMFEQFFSTJODMVEFE
BOETVDDFFEJOHJOUIFMJGFPGUIFTDIPPM
t EJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTBSF
SFQSFTFOUFEJOTFOJPSSFTQPOTJCMFBOE
SFQSFTFOUBUJWFSPMFT
t UIFSFBSFQPTJUJWFJNBHFTPGEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOTVDIBDUJWJUJFT
5BLJOHTUFQTUPNFFUEJTBCMFEQFPQMFT
OFFETFWFOJGUIJTSFRVJSFTNPSFGBWPVSBCMF
USFBUNFOU
0GUFOUIFTFTUFQTNBZMPPLWFSZNVDIMJLF
SFBTPOBCMFBEKVTUNFOUTCVUUIFNBJOGPDVTJT
MJLFMZUPCFPOQPMJDZSBUIFSUIBOUIFJOEJWJEVBM
QVQJMNFNCFSPGTUBGGPSJOEJWJEVBMQBSFOU
"DUJPONJHIUJODMVEF
t BEEJUJPOBMDPBDIJOHPSUSBJOJOHGPSEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTTUBGGPSQBSFOUT
t TQFDJBMGBDJMJUJFTGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBUCSFBLT
BOEMVODIUJNFT
t BQPMJDZPGJOUFSWJFXJOHBMMEJTBCMFE
BQQMJDBOUTXIPNFFUUIFNJOJNVN
SFRVJSFNFOUTGPSBKPC
'PSDBTFTUVEJFTBOEBNPSFEFUBJMFE
EJTDVTTJPOPGUIFJTTVFTTFFQBHF
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

.BLJOHJUIBQQFO
*NQMFNFOUBUJPO
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPJNQMFNFOUUIF
BDUJPOTJOUIFJSTDIFNFXJUIJOUISFFZFBST
4DIPPMTXJMMCFBCMFUPCFNPSFDFSUBJOPG
UIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIFJSTDIFNFXIFSF
t UIFTDIFNFJTTVQQPSUFECZBEFUBJMFE
BDUJPOQMBOBOE
t UIFBDUJPOQMBOJTJODPSQPSBUFEJOUPB
GSBNFXPSLUIBUIBTUIFPWFSTJHIUPGUIF
HPWFSOJOHCPEZTPUIBUQSPHSFTTJTDIFDLFE
"DUJPOQMBOTOFFEUPCFTVGmDJFOUMZFYQMJDJU
UPFOBCMFUIFTDIPPMUPKVEHFXIFUIFSPS
OPUUIFJSUBSHFUTIBWFCFFOBDIJFWFE
"DUJPOQMBOTTIPVMETIPX
t DMFBSBMMPDBUJPOPGMFBESFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
t DMFBSBMMPDBUJPOPGSFTPVSDFT
t BOJOEJDBUJPOPGFYQFDUFEPVUDPNFT
PSQFSGPSNBODFDSJUFSJB
t DMFBSUJNFTDBMFT
t BTQFDJmFEEBUFBOEQSPDFTTGPSSFWJFX
%JTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNFTDBOJODMVEF
QSJPSJUJFTJEFOUJmFEJOUIFTDIPPMTBDDFTTJCJMJUZ
QMBOPSDBOJODPSQPSBUFUIFTDIPPMTFOUJSF
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBO
4DIPPMTXJMMOFFEUPDPOTJEFSIPXQSJPSJUJFT
JEFOUJmFEJOUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNFmUJOXJUI
PUIFSQSJPSJUJFTUIBUUIFTDIPPMIBTUPBEESFTT
4DIFNFTPWFSTFFOCZUIFHPWFSOJOHCPEZBSF
NPSFMJLFMZUPCFDIFDLFEGPSQSPHSFTT
&WBMVBUJPO
4DIPPMTXJMMOFFEUPCFBCMFUPFWBMVBUFUIF
FGGFDUJWFOFTTPGUIFJSTDIFNFBOEUIFJSBCJMJUZ
UPQSPNPUFFRVBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOESFnFDUUIJT
FWBMVBUJPOJOUIFJSEJTDVTTJPOXJUI&TUZOXIFO
UIFTDIPPMJTJOTQFDUFE
'PSNPSFEFUBJMTFFQBHF
1VCMJDBUJPO
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPQVCMJTIUIFJSEJTBCJMJUZ
FRVBMJUZTDIFNF
5IFTDIPPMTTDIFNFDBOCFQVCMJTIFE
t BTBTFQBSBUFEPDVNFOUPS
t BTQBSUPGPUIFSTDIPPMEPDVNFOUTGPS
FYBNQMFBOFRVBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTQPMJDZ
PSUIFTDIPPMJNQSPWFNFOUQMBO
5IFTDIPPMNVTUCFBCMFUPQSPWJEFBDPQZ
UPBOZPOFBTLJOHGPSPOF
4DIPPMTDBOQVCMJTIBTJOHMFEPDVNFOUUP
TFSWFBTCPUIUIFJSBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOBOE
UIFJSEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNF
4DIFNFTNVTUCFQVCMJTIFECZ"QSJM
'PSNPSFEFUBJMTFFQBHF
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
3FQPSUJOH
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPSFQPSUPOUIFJS
TDIFNFBOOVBMMZ
*OUIFBOOVBMSFQPSUPOUIFJSTDIFNF
TDIPPMTXJMMXBOUUPSFQPSUPO
t UIFQSPHSFTTUIFZIBWFNBEFPOUIFJS
BDUJPOQMBOBOE
t UIFFGGFDUPGXIBUUIFZIBWFEPOF
5IFSFQPSUPOUIFTDIFNFNBZCF
t JOBTFQBSBUFEPDVNFOUPS
t DPOUBJOFEXJUIJOBOPUIFSEPDVNFOUGPS
FYBNQMFUIFTDIPPMQSPTQFDUVTXIFSF
UIFTDIPPMJTSFRVJSFEUPSFQPSUPOJUT
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBO
'PSNPSFEFUBJMTFFQBHF
3FWJFXJOHBOESFWJTJOHUIFTDIFNF
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPSFWJFXBOESFWJTF
UIFJSTDIFNFFWFSZUISFFZFBST
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPTFUPVUJOUIFJSTDIFNF
UIFBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSVTJOHJOGPSNBUJPOUP
TVQQPSUUIFSFWJFXPGUIFBDUJPOQMBOBOEUP
JOGPSNTVCTFRVFOUTDIFNFT
"TQBSUPGUIFSFWJFXPGUIFJSTDIFNFTDIPPMT
XJMMOFFEUP
t SFWJTJUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUXBTVTFEUP
JEFOUJGZUIFQSJPSJUJFTGPSUIFTDIFNFBOE
t SFFYBNJOFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUPTFFJGBDUJPOT
UIBUUIFTDIPPMIBTUBLFOIBWFBGGFDUFE
PQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEPVUDPNFTGPSEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFSFWJFXPGUIFTDIFNFXJMMJOGPSNJUT
SFWJTJPOIPXUIFTDIPPMTFUTOFXQSJPSJUJFT
BOEOFXBDUJPOQMBOTGPSUIFOFYUTDIFNF
5IJTQSPDFTTNVTUBHBJO
t JOWPMWFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
BOE
t CFCBTFEPOJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUUIFTDIPPM
IBTHBUIFSFE
4DIPPMTNBZXBOUUPBMJHOUIFJSBDDFTTJCJMJUZ
QMBOBOEUIFJSEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNFTP
UIBUUIFZQSPEVDFBOFXTDIFNFBOEQMBO
BUUIFTBNFUJNF
'PSNPSFEFUBJMTFFQBHF
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

0VUMJOFUIFPVUMJOFJOEFUBJM
0VUMJOFJTNPSFEFUBJMFEBOEJTJMMVTUSBUFEXJUIDBTFTUVEJFTGSPNTDIPPMT
5IJTTFDUJPOJTMJLFMZUPCFPGVTFUPTFOJPSNBOBHFSTBOEUPBOZXPSLJOHQBSUZ
UIBUUIFTDIPPMNBZBQQPJOUUPMFBEUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGJUTTDIFNF
4UBSUJOHQPJOUT
 5IFQVSQPTFBOEEJSFDUJPOPGUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNF
 5IFJOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
 *OGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOHBOE
 *NQBDUBTTFTTNFOU
*EFOUJGZJOHUIFNBJOQSJPSJUJFT
GPSZPVSTDIPPMTTDIFNFBOE
EFDJEJOHZPVSBDUJPOT
 1SPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
 &MJNJOBUJOHEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
 &MJNJOBUJOHIBSBTTNFOU
 1SPNPUJOHQPTJUJWFBUUJUVEFT
 &ODPVSBHJOHQBSUJDJQBUJPO
 5BLJOHTUFQTUPNFFUEJTBCMFEQFPQMFT
OFFETFWFOJGUIJTSFRVJSFTNPSF
GBWPVSBCMFUSFBUNFOU
.BLJOHJUIBQQFO
 *NQMFNFOUBUJPO
 1VCMJDBUJPO
 3FQPSUJOH
 3FWJFXJOHBOESFWJTJOH
UIFTDIFNF
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

4UBSUJOHQPJOUT
5IFQVSQPTFBOEEJSFDUJPOPGUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNF
5IFQVSQPTFPGUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNFJTUPTIPX
IPXUIFTDIPPMJTHPJOHUPNFFUUIF%VUZUP
QSPNPUFEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT"OPWFSBMMWJTJPOTIPVME
UIFSFGPSFSFnFDUUIFTJYFMFNFOUTJOUIF
HFOFSBMEVUZ
"TBTUBSUJOHQPJOUUIFTDIPPMNBZXBOUUP
DPOTJEFSBOZTUBUFNFOUPGWJTJPOBOEWBMVFT
UIBUJUIBTTFUPVUJOJUTBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBO
5IJTDPVMECFBEBQUFEGPSFYBNQMF
t CZCSPBEFOJOHSFGFSFODFTUPEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
JOUIFQMBOUPJODMVEFUIFXJEFSSBOHFPG
QFPQMFUPXIPNUIFEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZ
EVUZJTPXFEEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGQBSFOUT
DBSFSTBOEPUIFSTXIPVTFUIFTDIPPM
PSNBZXBOUUPEPTP
t CZJODPSQPSBUJOHSFGFSFODFTUPUIFHFOFSBM
EVUZJOUPUIFTUBUFNFOU
*UXJMMCFIFMQGVMJGUIFSFJTTPNFEJTDVTTJPO
BCPVUUIFTDIPPMTTUBUFNFOU4VDIEJTDVTTJPO
t DBOIFMQUPJOWPMWFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGG
BOEQBSFOUT
t DBOIFMQUPFOHBHFBMMTUBGGJOUIF
EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTDIFNF
t DBOIFMQUPDSFBUFBTFOTFPGPXOFSTIJQ
PGUIFTDIFNF
t JTBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPSFNJOETUBGGPGUIF
TDIPPMTEVUJFTUPXBSETEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
t VOEFSMJOFTUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZPGFWFSZ
NFNCFSPGTUBGG
*OWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFTDIPPMNVTUJOWPMWFJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
PGJUTTDIFNFEJTBCMFEQFPQMFXIPBQQFBS
UPUIFTDIPPMUPIBWFBOJOUFSFTUJOUIFXBZ
JUDBSSJFTPVUJUTGVODUJPOT
5IFTDIPPMNVTUJODMVEFJOJUTTDIFNFB
TUBUFNFOUBCPVUIPXJUIBTJOWPMWFEEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGJUTTDIFNF
%JTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTTIPVMECF
JOWPMWFEJOBMMTUBHFTPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF
TDIFNFJOJEFOUJGZJOHUIFQSJPSJUJFTIPXUIFTF
QSJPSJUJFTTIPVMECFNFUJOUIFBDUJPOQMBOTBOE
IPXUIFTDIPPMTIPVMEBTTFTTJUTQSPHSFTT
*OWPMWJOHEJTBCMFEQFPQMFJTOPUPOMZB
SFRVJSFNFOUPGUIF%VUZCVUCSJOHTSFBM
CFOFmUTJOUFSNTPG
t QSPWJEJOHJOTJHIUTJOUPUIFCBSSJFSTGBDFE
CZEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
t FYQFSUJTFJOJEFOUJGZJOHXBZTUP
PWFSDPNFUIFTFCBSSJFSTBOE
t JNQSPWJOHXPSLJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQT
CFUXFFOTDIPPMTBOEEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
4DIPPMTDBODIPPTFXIPNUIFZJOWPMWFBOE
UIFTDIPPMTBQQSPBDIXJMMWBSZJOUIFMJHIU
PGBSBOHFPGGBDUPSTJODMVEJOHUIFDVSSFOU
SFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOE
QBSFOUTBUUIFTDIPPMBOEMJOLTXJUIPUIFS
TDIPPMTBOEUIFXJEFSDPNNVOJUZ
"UUIFPVUTFUTDIPPMTNBZOPUCFTVSFXIP
UIFJSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTBSF
0WFSUJNFTDIPPMTXJMMEFWFMPQBDMFBSFS
QJDUVSF*OJUJBMMZTDIPPMTXJMMOFFEUPDPOTJEFS
BSBOHFPGBQQSPBDIFTBOENBZXBOUUP
JOWPMWFTPNFPSBMMPGUIFGPMMPXJOHHSPVQT
JOUIFQSFQBSBUJPOPGUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNF
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
%PZPVLOPXXIPZPVSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBSF :PVSEJTBCMFETUBGG 
:PVSEJTBCMFEQBSFOUTHPWFSOPSTBOEPUIFSVTFSTPGUIFTDIPPM 
%JTBCMFEQVQJMT
4DIPPMTNBZIBWFFTUBCMJTIFEUIFJOWPMWFNFOU
PGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTJOEFWFMPQJOHUIFTDIPPM
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBO(VJEBODFPOUIFJS
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTIBTBMSFBEZCFFOJTTVFEUP
-&"TBOETDIPPMT	1MBOOJOHUP*ODSFBTF
"DDFTTUP4DIPPMTGPS%JTBCMFE1VQJMTo
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4DIPPMTNJHIUJOWPMWFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBUUIF
TDIPPMUIPTFXIPIBWFMFGUUIFTDIPPMPS
UIPTFXIPNBZCFDPNJOHUPUIFTDIPPMGPS
FYBNQMFGSPNGFFEFSQSJNBSZTDIPPMT&YJU
JOUFSWJFXTXJUIEJTBCMFEQVQJMTMFBWJOHUIF
TDIPPMFBDIZFBSNBZQSPWJEFVTFGVMJOTJHIUT
UIBUTIPVMEJOGPSNUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNF
5IFTDIPPMNJHIUJOWPMWFEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
UISPVHIUIFTDIPPMDPVODJMCZNFFUJOHXJUI
TNBMMHSPVQTPGQVQJMTCZDSFBUJOHBNPSF
JOGPSNBMTPDJBMPDDBTJPOGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
UISPVHIBOFGPSVNPSCZBSSBOHJOHBNFFUJOH
BDSPTTUIFMPDBMBVUIPSJUZPSBDMVTUFSPG
TDIPPMT5IFTDIPPMTIPVMEBEBQUJUTBQQSPBDI
UPBDDPNNPEBUFQVQJMTQSFGFSFODFT
&YBNQMF
"TDIPPMTFUTVQBOPQFONFFUJOHGPSEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTUPHBUIFSUIFJSWJFXT5IFZOPUJDFUIBU
QVQJMTXJUIDPNNVOJDBUJPOJNQBJSNFOUTmOE
JUEJGmDVMUUPQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIFNFFUJOHBOE
FJUIFSEPOPUUBLFQBSUPSUBMLGPSMPOHQFSJPET
XJUIPVUSFDPHOJTJOHPUIFSTDPOUSJCVUJPOT
5IFTDIPPMEFDJEFTUPBTLUIFQVQJMTBCPVU
IPXCFTUUPTVQQPSUUIFN4PNFQVQJMTXPVME
MJLFTVQQPSUEVSJOHUIFNFFUJOHUPIFMQUIFN
QBSUJDJQBUFBQQSPQSJBUFMZ0UIFSTTBZUIFZ
XPVMEmOEJUFBTJFSUPDPOUSJCVUFWJBBO
FNBJMHSPVQVTJOHUIFTBNFRVFTUJPOT
BTBSFVTFEJOUIFNFFUJOH
5IFJOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTNBZ
UBLFQMBDFBTQBSUPGUIFXJEFSJOWPMWFNFOU
PGBMMQVQJMT5IFWJFXTPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
NJHIUCFNFEJBUFECZPUIFSQVQJMTBUUIF
TDIPPMQPTTJCMZNPSFTFOJPSQVQJMTXIP
NBZUIFNTFMWFTCFEJTBCMFE
&YBNQMF
"O-&"EFDJEFTUPIPMEBQVQJMDPOGFSFODFUP
QSPNPUFUIFBDUJWFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGDIJMESFO
BOEZPVOHQFPQMFJOUIFTFSWJDFTUIBUBGGFDU
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OFFEUPCFTFUJOUIFMJHIUPG
t BOFYBNJOBUJPOPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
UIBUUIFTDIPPMIBTHBUIFSFE
t UIFNFTTBHFTUIBUUIFTDIPPMIBTIFBSE
GSPNUIFEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOE
QBSFOUTXIPIBWFCFFOJOWPMWFEJO
UIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTDIFNFBOE
t BOBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFJNQBDUPGDVSSFOU
QPMJDJFTPOEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZ
8IFSFBTDIPPMJTJODPSQPSBUJOHJUTBDDFTTJCJMJUZ
QMBOJOUPJUTTDIFNFUIFSFXJMMBMSFBEZCF
QSJPSJUJFTBOEBDUJPOTJEFOUJmFEBTQBSUPG
UIFTDIPPMTQMBO5IFTFQSJPSJUJFTNBZGPSN
BTVCTUBOUJBMQBSUPGUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNF
QBSUJDVMBSMZXIFSFBTDIPPMIBTJOUFSQSFUFEUIF
QMBOOJOHEVUJFTCSPBEMZBOEIBTGPSFYBNQMF
JODMVEFENFBTVSFTUPDPNCBUEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFE
CVMMZJOHPSUPJODSFBTFSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPG
EJTBCMFEQVQJMTJOQPTJUJPOTPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
8IFSFUIFTDIPPMIBTBSSJWFEBUUIFTFQSJPSJUJFT
VTJOHBUIPSPVHIBQQSPBDIUPUIFJOWPMWFNFOU
PGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBOEUIFHBUIFSJOHPG
JOGPSNBUJPOUIFSFNBZCFGFXGVSUIFSQSJPSJUJFT
UPBEEJOSFTQFDUPGQSPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZPG
PQQPSUVOJUZGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT5IFSFXJMM
IPXFWFSCFGVSUIFSQSJPSJUJFTUPBEEJO
SFTQFDUPGFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZGPS
t EJTBCMFETUBGGBOE
t EJTBCMFEQBSFOUTDBSFSTBOEPUIFST
XIPVTFUIFTDIPPM
1BSUJDVMBSMZGPSTDIPPMTmSTUTDIFNFTTPNF
PGUIFQSJPSJUJFTJEFOUJmFEXJMMUIFNTFMWFTCF
BCPVUJNQSPWJOHJOGPSNBUJPOBOEJOWPMWFNFOU
&YBNQMF
"TFDPOEBSZTDIPPMTFUTVQBXPSLJOHHSPVQUP
BEWJTFPOUIFTDIPPMTEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNF
5IFHSPVQJTBXBSFPGFWJEFODFUIBUEJTBCMFE
UFBDIFSTBOEQBSUJDVMBSMZUIPTFXJUINFOUBM
IFBMUIDPOEJUJPOTTVDIBTEFQSFTTJPONBZCF
SFMVDUBOUUPEJTDMPTFBEJTBCJMJUZ5IFXPSLJOH
QBSUZPOMZLOPXTPGPOFEJTBCMFENFNCFSPG
TUBGGXIPIBTDBODFSBOEUIFZBTLIFS
t JGTIFXPVMEKPJOUIFXPSLJOHHSPVQ
t XIBUUIFTDIPPMOFFETUPEPUPFOBCMF
NPSFTUBGGUPGFFMDPNGPSUBCMFBCPVU
EJTDMPTJOHBEJTBCJMJUZBOE
t IPXUIFZNJHIUUIFOJOWPMWFEJTBCMFETUBGG
JOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTDIPPMTTDIFNF
5IFEJTBCMFENFNCFSPGTUBGGEPFTOPUXBOU
UPKPJOUIFXPSLJOHHSPVQCVUJTIBQQZUP
NBLFTPNFQPJOUTGPSUIFXPSLJOHHSPVQ
UPDPOTJEFS4IFBMTPTVHHFTUTUIBUXJUIJO
UIFTDIPPMDMVTUFS	TJYTDIPPMT
BTNBMM
HSPVQPGEJTBCMFETUBGGNJHIUCFGPSNFEUP
DPOUSJCVUFUPUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGTDIFNFT
JOUIFDMVTUFSTDIPPMT
"SJTJOHGSPNUIJTEJTDVTTJPOUIFXPSLJOH
HSPVQBHSFFTUIFGPMMPXJOHBDUJPOT
t UIFTDIPPMXJMMTFFLHFOFSBMBEWJDFGSPN
BMPDBMTVQQPSUHSPVQBCPVUEJTBCJMJUZ
GSJFOEMZQPMJDJFT
t BUFBDIFSPOUIFXPSLJOHHSPVQXJMMDPOTVMU
IJTVOJPOBCPVUUIFTVQQPSUBWBJMBCMFUP
EJTBCMFEUFBDIFSTBOE
t UIFTDIPPMXJMMFYQMPSFXJUIJUTQBSUOFS
TDIPPMTUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGTFUUJOHVQB
DSPTTDMVTUFSHSPVQPGEJTBCMFETUBGGXJUI
BWJFXUPJOWPMWJOHUIFNJODPOTJEFSJOH
XIBUUIFTDIPPMTJOUIFDMVTUFSOFFEUPEP
UPFODPVSBHFTUBGGUPEJTDMPTFBEJTBCJMJUZ
4FUUJOHVQUIJTTUBGGHSPVQJTHJWFOIJHI
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
QSJPSJUZTPUIBUUIFEFWFMPQNFOUBOE
JNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIFTDIFNFDBOCF
JOGPSNFECZUIFHSPVQ
*MMVTUSBUJOHUIFEVUJFT
*OUIJTTFDUJPOJMMVTUSBUJWFDBTFTUVEJFTBSF
HSPVQFEVOEFSUIFIFBEJOHTPGUIFEJGGFSFOU
FMFNFOUTJOUIFHFOFSBMEVUZ
5IFDBTFTUVEJFTESBXPOTDIPPMTEVUJFTUP
t EJTBCMFEQVQJMT
t EJTBCMFETUBGGBOE
t EJTBCMFEQBSFOUTDBSFSTHPWFSOPST
BOEPUIFSVTFSTPGUIFTDIPPM
1SPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
4DIPPMTOFFEUPTFUPVUIPXUIFZDBOQSPNPUF
FRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUT4DIPPMTTIPVMEDPOTJEFS
FWFSZBTQFDUPGUIFMJGFPGUIFTDIPPMBOEXJMM
OFFEUPESBXPOJOGPSNBUJPOBOEUIFWJFXT
PGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUTUP
JEFOUJGZQSJPSJUJFTGPSUIFJSTDIFNF
.BOZPGUIFSFBTPOBCMFBEKVTUNFOUTUIBU
TDIPPMTNBLFBOENVDIPGUIFBDUJPO
UBLFOBTQBSUPGTDIPPMTBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOT
BMSFBEZQSPNPUFFRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
5IFEJTUJODUJWFGFBUVSFTPGBDUJPOUBLFO
VOEFSUIFEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNFBSF
t UIFNPSFQSPBDUJWFBQQSPBDIBOE
t UIFSFRVJSFNFOUUPJODMVEFEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
*OUIJTFYBNQMFUIFTDIPPMJTBMSFBEZ
NBLJOHSFBTPOBCMFBEKVTUNFOUTUPFOTVSF
UIBUBMMQVQJMTHPPOTDIPPMUSJQT*UJTCZUIF
BDUJWFFOHBHFNFOUPGUIFQBSFOUTBOEUIF
DPOTJEFSBUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUTDIPPMTXJMM
CFBCMFUPJEFOUJGZGVSUIFSBDUJPOUPQSPNPUF
FRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
&YBNQMF
"TQBSUPGUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFJSEJTBCJMJUZ
FRVBMJUZTDIFNFUXPUFBDIFSTJOBQSJNBSZ
TDIPPMNFFUQBSFOUTPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT5IF
QBSFOUTJEFOUJGZTDIPPMUSJQTBTBEJGmDVMUBSFB
QBSFOUTBSFPGUFOFYQFDUFEUPBDDPNQBOZUIFJS
DIJMESFOBOEGPSUIF:FBSUSJQJOQBSUJDVMBS
TPNFPGUIFQBSFOUTTBZUIBUUIFJSDIJMESFO
SFTFOUUIFGBDUUIBUUIFJSQBSFOUTHPUPP5IF
QBSFOUTBMTPGFFMJUMJNJUTUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPG
UIFJSDIJMESFOTJOEFQFOEFODF5IFJOGPSNBUJPO
UIBUUIFTDIPPMIPMETDPOmSNTUIBUBMNPTU
JOWBSJBCMZQBSFOUTBDDPNQBOZEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
POUSJQT"TQBSUPGUIFJSTDIFNFUIFTDIPPM
VOEFSUBLFTUPSFFYBNJOFUIFJSUSJQTQPMJDZ
BOETFUTUIFGPMMPXJOHUBSHFUT
t CZUIFOFYU:FBSUSJQUIFZXJMMOPUIBWF
UPBTLPSFYQFDUQBSFOUTUPDPNFPOUIF
USJQUIPVHIQBSFOUTXIPFYQSFTTBXJTI
UPDPNFXJMMCFXFMDPNFBOE
t BZFBSBGUFSUIBUBQQSPQSJBUFBSSBOHFNFOUT
XJMMCFJOQMBDFTPUIBUBMMQBSFOUTDBOCF
DPOmEFOUUIBUUIFJSDIJMEDBOHPPOUIF
TDIPPMUSJQTBGFMZXJUIPVUUIFN
4PNFPGUIFQSJPSJUJFTUIBUTDIPPMTJEFOUJGZ
QBSUJDVMBSMZJOUIFJSmSTUTDIFNFNBZJODMVEF
BDUJPOUPEFWFMPQCFUUFSJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
JNQSPWFUIFJOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
TUBGGBOEQBSFOUTBTXFMMBTBDUJPOUPQSPNPUF
FRVBMJUZPGPQQPSUVOJUZ
&YBNQMF
"TUBGGRVFTUJPOOBJSFSFWFBMTPOMZPOF
EJTBCMFENFNCFSPGTUBGG"XBSFUIBUTUBGG
NBZCFSFMVDUBOUUPEJTDMPTFBEJTBCJMJUZ
UIFTDIPPMEFDJEFTUP
1SPNPUJOH%JTBCJMJUZ&RVBMJUZJO4DIPPMT

t QSPNPUFBXBSFOFTTPGUIF%%"BOEUIF
MFHBMQSPUFDUJPOUIBUJUPGGFSTTUBGGXIP
BSFDPWFSFECZJU
t FYQMBJOUIBUEJTDMPTVSFDBOFOBCMFUIF
TDIPPMUPNBLFSFBTPOBCMFBEKVTUNFOUT
t SBJTFBXBSFOFTTPGUIFMPDBMBVUIPSJUZ
QPMJDZPOIBSBTTNFOUBOECVMMZJOHBOE
t QSPNPUFBXBSFOFTTPGUIFTVQQPSU
BWBJMBCMFUPEJTBCMFENFNCFSTPGTUBGG
5IFTDIPPMBMTPEFDJEFTUIFZTIPVMEFYBNJOF
UIFJSSFDSVJUNFOUQSPDFTTXJUIBWJFXUP
FODPVSBHJOHEJTBCMFEBQQMJDBOUT5IFZEFDJEFUP
t PGGFSBOJOUFSWJFXUPBOZEJTBCMFEBQQMJDBOU
GPSBKPCBUUIFTDIPPMJGUIFZNFFUUIF
NJOJNVNDSJUFSJB
t JOWFTUJHBUFUIFFNQMPZFSTAUXPUJDLT
TDIFNFBOE
t DPOUBDUMPDBMUFBDIFSUSBJOJOHJOTUJUVUJPOT
UPPGGFSUPCFBQMBDFNFOUGPSEJTBCMFE
USBJOFFUFBDIFST
5IFJOWPMWFNFOUPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOE
QBSFOUTBOEUIFHBUIFSJOHPGJOGPSNBUJPONBZ
BMTPIJHIMJHIUBSFBTPGTDIPPMQPMJDZUIBUOFFE
SFWJFXPSGVSUIFSJOWFTUJHBUJPO
 XXXMFBSOJOHXBMFTHPWVL
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"TNBMMHSPVQPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTJTJOWPMWFE
JOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBTFDPOEBSZTDIPPM
TDIFNF5XPPGUIFQVQJMTIBWFBQIZTJDBM
JNQBJSNFOUBOEUBMLBCPVUEJGmDVMUJFTJOUXP
BSFBTPGUIFDVSSJDVMVN1&BOETFYFEVDBUJPO
5ISFFQVQJMTXJUIMFBSOJOHEJGmDVMUJFTEP
OPUFYQSFTTBWJFX5IFTDIPPMEFDJEFTUP
t SFWJFXUIFTDIPPMTTFYFEVDBUJPO
QSPHSBNNFJOUIFMJHIUPGUIFQVQJMT
DPODFSOT
t FYQMPSFTPNFOFXTQPSUBOE1&BDUJWJUJFT
XJUIBWJFXUPJOUSPEVDJOHBUMFBTUPOF
TQPSUUIBUJTTVJUBCMFGPSQVQJMTXJUIB
QIZTJDBMJNQBJSNFOUCZUIFGPMMPXJOH
TVNNFSUFSNBOE
t BTLPOFPGUIFMFBSOJOHTVQQPSUBTTJTUBOUT
UPXPSLXJUIBHSPVQPGQVQJMTXJUI
MFBSOJOHEJGmDVMUJFTUPFTUBCMJTIUIFJS
WJFXT5IJTXJMMCFDBSFGVMMZQMBOOFEXJUI
WJTVBMBJETUPQSPNQUUIFEJTDVTTJPO
&MJNJOBUJOHEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
5IFDPMMFDUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPOJTDSVDJBMUP
JEFOUJGZJOHBTQFDUTPGTDIPPMMJGFXIFSFUIFSF
NBZCFEJTDSJNJOBUJPO4DIPPMTBSFBMSFBEZ
EBUBSJDIBOEJUJTUIFJOUFMMJHFOUJOUFSSPHBUJPO
PGFYJTUJOHJOGPSNBUJPO	GPSFYBNQMFPO
BDIJFWFNFOUTBOEFYDMVTJPOT
UIBUNBZ
JEFOUJGZUIFQSJPSJUJFTUIBUTDIPPMTOFFE
UPTFUJOUIFJSTDIFNF
&YBNQMF
"QSJNBSZTDIPPMDPOTJEFSTJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU
QBSFOUBUUFOEBODFBUQBSFOUUFBDIFSNFFUJOHT
BOEPUIFSTDIPPMFWFOUT*UJEFOUJmFTBHSPVQ
PGQBSFOUTXIPEPOPUBUUFOEBOEBQQFBSUP
UIFTDIPPMUPCFVOJOUFSFTUFEJOUIFJSDIJMET
FEVDBUJPO"XBSFUIBUPOFPGUIFQBSFOUTNBZ
CFEJTBCMFEUIFTDIPPMJOWFTUJHBUFTXIFUIFS
UIFSFBSFBOZBDDFTTSFRVJSFNFOUTUIBUBSFOPU
JOQMBDF*OUIFMJHIUPGXIBUUIFTDIPPMmOET
PVUUIFZEFDJEFUP
t EFTJHOBUFBQBSLJOHTQBDFGPSEJTBCMFE
QBSFOUTESPQQJOHPGGBOEQJDLJOHVQBDIJME
t PGGFSBUFMFQIPOFDBMMUPFYQMBJOMFUUFST
IPNFGPSTPNFQBSFOUTXIPOFFEUIJT
t BEPQUBNPSFQSPBDUJWFBQQSPBDIUP
JEFOUJGZJOHUIFBDDFTTSFRVJSFNFOUTPG
EJTBCMFEQBSFOUTXIFOUIFJSDIJMETUBSUT
BUUIFTDIPPM
t JEFOUJGZBNFNCFSPGTUBGGBTBDPOUBDU
QPJOUGPSEJTBCMFEQBSFOUTBOE
t LFFQUIFBSSBOHFNFOUTVOEFSSFWJFX
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5IF)FBEPG:FBSSFWJFXTSFGFSSBMTGPS
CFIBWJPVSBOEEJTDJQMJOFGPMMPXJOHB
EJTDVTTJPOPGUIFEFmOJUJPOPGEJTBCJMJUZ
POBTUBGGUSBJOJOHEBZ4IFUIJOLTUIBUNPSF
QVQJMTBSFDPWFSFECZUIFEFmOJUJPOUIBO
UIFTDIPPMIBEQSFWJPVTMZSFDPHOJTFEBOE
JEFOUJmFTBHSPVQPGQVQJMTXJUIBVUJTUJD
TQFDUSVNEJTPSEFSTXIPBSFPWFSSFQSFTFOUFE
JOUIFSFGFSSBMT4IFNFFUTXJUIUIFQVQJMT
JOEJWJEVBMMZUPEJTDVTTXIBUTUFQTUIFTDIPPM
NJHIUUBLFUPSFEVDFUIFOVNCFSPGJODJEFOUT
'PMMPXJOHIFSEJTDVTTJPOTTIFNFFUTXJUIUIF
QBTUPSBMEFQVUZBOEUIF4&/$05IFZBHSFF
UIFGPMMPXJOHBDUJPOT
t UIF4&/$0XJMMDPOUBDUUIFMPDBMBVUIPSJUZ
GPSUSBJOJOHPOUIFDPNNVOJDBUJPOOFFETPG
QVQJMTXJUIBVUJTN*UJTJNQPSUBOUGPSOFX
TUBGGUPBUUFOEUIFTFUSBJOJOHTFTTJPOTBOE
FYJTUJOHTUBGGUPIBWFSFGSFTIFSTFTTJPOT
t UIFEFQVUZXJMMDJSDVMBUFBOPUFUPBTLPUIFS
UFBDIFSTXJUIQBTUPSBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTUP
VOEFSUBLFTJNJMBSSFWJFXTPGSFGFSSBMT
t UIF4&/$0XJMMJOWPMWFUIFQVQJMTBOE
UIFJSQBSFOUTJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGB
OPUFUPBMMTUBGGUPFOTVSFUIBUTUBGGBSF
BXBSFPGTPNFLFZDPOTJEFSBUJPOTJO
UIFJSJOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIUIFQVQJMT
t UIFEFQVUZXJMMCSJOHGPSXBSEUIFSFWJFXPG
UIFTDIPPMTCFIBWJPVSQPMJDZUPUIFOFYU
UFSNBOE
t UIFBDUJPOTUIFZBHSFFXJMMCFJODPSQPSBUFE
JOUPUIFTDIPPMTEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNF
CVUQSPHSFTTPOSFEVDJOHUIFOVNCFSPG
JODJEFOUTXJMMCFLFQUVOEFSSFWJFXBTQBSU
PGUIFTDIPPMTCFIBWJPVSQPMJDZ
8IFODPOTJEFSJOHEJTBCMFEQVQJMTBOE
TDIPPMQPMJDJFTPOCFIBWJPVSBOEFYDMVTJPOT
IFBEUFBDIFSTBOEHPWFSOPSTTIPVMEIBWF
SFHBSEUPUIFHVJEBODFGSPNUIF8FMTI
"TTFNCMZ(PWFSONFOUA&YDMVTJPOGSPN
4DIPPMTBOE1VQJM3FGFSSBM6OJUT
&MJNJOBUJOHIBSBTTNFOU
#VMMZJOHJTNPSFQSFWBMFOUUIBOJTPGUFO
UIPVHIUBOEJTNPSFTPGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMT
5IF4PDJBM&YDMVTJPO6OJUGPVOEUIBUBCPVU
QFSDFOUPGBMMDIJMESFOSFQPSUCFJOHCVMMJFE
*OBTVSWFZDPNNJTTJPOFECZUIF%JTBCJMJUZ
3JHIUT$PNNJTTJPOJOQFSDFOUPG
ZPVOHEJTBCMFEQFPQMFTBJEUIBUUIFZIBECFFO
CVMMJFEBUTDIPPM*OBNPSFSFDFOUTVSWFZCZUIF
/BUJPOBM"VUJTUJD4PDJFUZQFSDFOUPGDIJMESFO
POUIFBVUJTUJDTQFDUSVNXFSFGPVOEUPIBWF
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t DMFBSBMMPDBUJPOPGMFBESFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
t DMFBSBMMPDBUJPOPGSFTPVSDFT
t BOJOEJDBUJPOPGFYQFDUFEPVUDPNFTPS
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t DMFBSUJNFTDBMFTBOE
t BTQFDJmFEEBUFBOEQSPDFTTGPSSFWJFX
*UNBZCFIFMQGVMGPSUIFHPWFSOJOHCPEZUP
t PWFSTFFUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTDIFNF
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UIFHPWFSOJOHCPEJFTUIBUUIJTDPVMECFBTUBOEBSEBHFOEBJUFNJONFFUJOHT
4DIPPMTNBZmOEJUIFMQGVMUPJODPSQPSBUF
UIFBDUJPOQMBOTGPSUIFBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOBOE
UIFEJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNF	XIFUIFSJOB
KPJOUPSUXPTFQBSBUFEPDVNFOUT
JOUPUIF
TDIPPMJNQSPWFNFOUQMBOPSBOBMUFSOBUJWF
GSBNFXPSL5IJTXJMMFOTVSFQSPHSFTTXJMMCF
PWFSTFFOCZUIFHPWFSOJOHCPEZ
%PWFUBJMJOHXJUIPUIFSQSJPSJUJFT
*OQMBOOJOHUIFJSBDUJPOTTDIPPMTXJMMOFFE
UPDPOTJEFSIPXQSJPSJUJFTJEFOUJmFEJOUIF
TDIPPMTTDIFNFmUJOXJUIPUIFSQSJPSJUJFTUIBU
UIFTDIPPMIBTUPBEESFTT4DIPPMTXJMMCFBCMF
UPBDIJFWFFGmDJFODJFTPGFGGPSUXIFSFGPS
FYBNQMFUIFZ
t BEPQUBTUBHFEBQQSPBDIBOEQMBO
EFWFMPQNFOUTPWFSUIFUISFFZFBSQFSJPE
PGUIFTDIFNF
t EPWFUBJMBDUJPOTBSJTJOHGSPNUIFTDIFNF
XJUIBDUJPOTBSJTJOHGSPNPUIFSTDIPPM
EFWFMPQNFOUQSJPSJUJFTBOE
t VOEFSUBLFBSFWJFXPGUIFJNQBDUPOEJTBCMFE
QFPQMFPGBTDIPPMQPMJDZBUUIFTBNFUJNF
BTUIFQPMJDZJUTFMGJTEVFGPSSFWJFX
&WBMVBUJPO
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4DIPPMTXJMMOFFEUPCFBCMFUPFWBMVBUF
UIFFGGFDUJWFOFTTPGUIFJSTDIFNFBOE
SFnFDUUIFJSBCJMJUZJOQSPNPUJOHFRVBMJUZ
PGPQQPSUVOJUZBOESFnFDUUIJTFWBMVBUJPO
JOUIFJSEJTDVTTJPOTXJUI&TUZO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EJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNF
5IFTDIPPMTTDIFNFDBOCFQVCMJTIFEBTB
TFQBSBUFEPDVNFOUPSJUDBOCFQVCMJTIFEBT
QBSUPGPUIFSTDIPPMEPDVNFOUTGPSFYBNQMF
BOFRVBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTQPMJDZPSUIFTDIPPM
JNQSPWFNFOUQMBO8IFSFWFSJUJTQVCMJTIFE
UIFTDIPPMNVTUCFBCMFUPQSPWJEFBDPQZ
UPBOZPOFBTLJOHGPSPOFBOEUIFFMFNFOUT
PGUIF%VUZOFFEUPCFFBTJMZJEFOUJmBCMF
5IFTDIPPMTTDIFNFDBOCFQVCMJTIFEBTB
TFQBSBUFEPDVNFOUPSJUDBOCFQVCMJTIFEBT
QBSUPGPUIFSTDIPPMEPDVNFOUT	BTOPUFE
JOUIFJOUSPEVDUJPO
GPSFYBNQMFBOFRVBM
PQQPSUVOJUJFTQPMJDZPSUIFTDIPPMJNQSPWFNFOU
QMBO8IFSFWFSJUJTQVCMJTIFEUIFTDIPPMNVTU
CFBCMFUPQSPWJEFBDPQZUPBOZPOFBTLJOHGPS
POFBOEUIFFMFNFOUTPGUIF%VUZOFFEUPCF
FBTJMZJEFOUJmBCMF
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4DIPPMTUIBUEFWFMPQBTJOHMFEPDVNFOU
UPTFSWFBTCPUIBOBDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBOBOEB
EJTBCJMJUZFRVBMJUZTDIFNFXJMMQVCMJTIUIFJS
OFYUDPNCJOFEQMBOBOETDIFNFJO"QSJM
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4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPSFQPSUPOUIFJS
TDIFNFBOOVBMMZ
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPSFQPSUPOUIFJSTDIFNFT
BOOVBMMZ4DIPPMTXJMMXBOUUPNBLFDMFBSCPUI
t XIBUQSPHSFTTUIFZIBWFNBEFJOUFSNTPG
JNQMFNFOUJOHUIFJSBDUJPOQMBOBOE
t XIBUIBTCFFOUIFFGGFDUPGXIBUUIFZ
IBWFEPOF
4DIPPMTXJMMOFFEUPSFWJTJUUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
UIFZHBUIFSFEBUUIFTUBSU5IJTJOGPSNBUJPO
BMPOHXJUIUIFWJFXTPGEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGG
BOEQBSFOUTXJMMIFMQUIFTDIPPMJEFOUJGZUIF
QSPHSFTTUIFZIBWFNBEFBOEUIFBDUJPOT
UIFZNBZTUJMMOFFEUPUBLF5IJTTIPVMECF
TVNNBSJTFEJOUIFBOOVBMSFQPSU
"TXJUIUIFTDIFNFJUTFMGUIFSFQPSUPOUIF
TDIFNFNBZCFNBEFJOBTFQBSBUFEPDVNFOU
PSNBZCFNBEFXJUIJOBOPUIFSEPDVNFOU
GPSFYBNQMFUIFTDIPPMQSPTQFDUVTXIFSF
UIFTDIPPMJTSFRVJSFEUPSFQPSUPOJUT
BDDFTTJCJMJUZQMBO8IFSFBTDIPPMSFQPSUT
POJUTTDIFNFJOJUTQSPTQFDUVTUIJTTIPVME
CFJOUIFGPSNPGBTVNNBSZXJUITJHOQPTUJOH
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UIFJSTDIFNFFWFSZUISFFZFBST
4DIPPMTBSFSFRVJSFEUPTFUPVUJOUIFJSTDIFNF
UIFBSSBOHFNFOUTGPSVTJOHJOGPSNBUJPOUP
TVQQPSUUIFSFWJFXPGUIFBDUJPOQMBOBOE
UPJOGPSNTVCTFRVFOUTDIFNFT
"TQBSUPGUIFSFWJFXPGUIFJSTDIFNFTDIPPMT
XJMMOFFEUPSFWJTJUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUXBT
VTFEUPJEFOUJGZUIFQSJPSJUJFTGPSUIFTDIFNF
5IFTDIPPMXJMMOFFEUPSFFYBNJOFUIF
JOGPSNBUJPOUPTFFJGBDUJPOTUIBUUIFTDIPPM
IBTUBLFOIBWFBGGFDUFEPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOE
PVUDPNFTGPSEJTBCMFEQVQJMTTUBGGBOEQBSFOUT
5IFSFWJFXPGUIFTDIFNFXJMMJOGPSNJUT
SFWJTJPOIPXUIFTDIPPMTFUTOFXQSJPSJUJFT
BOEOFXBDUJPOQMBOTGPSUIFOFYUTDIFNF
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UIJTQSPDFTTNVTU
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t CFCBTFEPOJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUUIFTDIPPM
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BQSJNBSZTDIPPMSFWJFXTUIFOVNCFSPG
CVMMZJOHJODJEFOUTUIBUBSFEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFE
5IFOVNCFSPGJODJEFOUTEPFTOPUBQQFBSUP
IBWFSFEVDFETJHOJmDBOUMZ8JUIEJTBCMFE
QVQJMTBOEUIFJSCVEEJFTUIF4&/$0JTBTLFE
UPFYQMPSFXIBUJTIBQQFOJOH5IFQVQJMTBSF
DMFBSUIBUUIFZGFFMNPSFDPNGPSUBCMFBCPVU
SFQPSUJOHJODJEFOUTBOEUIBUUIFCVEEZTZTUFN
JTIFMQJOHUPBEESFTTUIFQSPCMFN5IFTDIPPM
UBLFTUIFWJFXUIBUEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFECVMMZJOH
XBTQSPCBCMZVOEFSSFQPSUFECFGPSF5IFZ
UIJOLUIBUUIFTDIFNFJTXPSLJOHBOEUIBU
JUOFFETUPDPOUJOVF*OBEEJUJPO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t FMJNJOBUFEJTBCJMJUZEJTDSJNJOBUJPO 
t FMJNJOBUFEJTBCJMJUZSFMBUFEIBSBTTNFOU 
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QPUFOUJBMFNQMPZFFTmOETPMVUJPOTUPQSBDUJDBM
PCTUBDMFTUIBUQSFWFOUEJTBCMFEQFPQMFNBLJOH
UIFNPTUPGFNQMPZNFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFT
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t DPNNVOJDBUJPOTVQQPSUGPSBEFBGPS
IFBSJOHJNQBJSFEQFSTPOXIPNBZ
OFFETVQQPSUBUBOJOUFSWJFX
t BSFBEFSBUXPSLGPSBCMJOEPSWJTVBMMZ
JNQBJSFEQFSTPO
t TQFDJBMFRVJQNFOU	PSBMUFSBUJPOTUPFYJTUJOH
FRVJQNFOU
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BSJTJOHGSPNBEJTBCJMJUZBOE
t IFMQXJUIUIFBEEJUJPOBMDPTUTPGUSBWFM
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4ZNCPMJTBWPMVOUBSZBHSFFNFOUCFUXFFO
FNQMPZFSTBOE+PCDFOUSF1MVTBOEIBTCFFO
EFWFMPQFETPUIBUFNQMPZFSTDBOTIPXUIFJS
DPNNJUNFOUUPHPPEQSBDUJDFJOFNQMPZJOH
EJTBCMFEQFPQMF
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
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